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WELCOME

Your voice matters

M

y dad called me his ‘sunshine child’ and
I know how lucky I am to have been born
with a, well, sunny outlook on life. Especially
as I have witnessed first-hand how tough it can be
to battle depression. Our features and online editor,
Mandy, is one of my favourite people to work with –
she’s conscientious, always goes the extra mile
and I sleep easier at night knowing she has my back.
She has also had depression for as long as she can
remember. ‘It’s lonely, it’s frustrating and sometimes
hopeless,’ she tells me. ‘Marisa’s story was uplifting
and inspiring – I realised there are so many people out
there who are fighting a similar battle and that makes
my experience somewhat less lonely.’
It’s our hope that Marisa Drummond’s story on
postnatal
depression (page 18) will inspire you to find
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
your voice, reach out and ask for help if you need it.
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
As Barack Obama put it in 2009: ‘Asking for help isn’t
a sign of weakness, it’s a sign of strength…’
IN THIS ISSUE
Marisa’s not the only inspirational South African
We bring you babies (p34)
we feature in this issue. Turn to page 28 to read about
and seniors (p32) – and
two people taking the world wheelchair tennis circuit
everyone in between.
by storm.
POSTURE The
Here’s to all of us finding our own voice!
lowdown on
slouching and
sitting – plus
three easy
exercises.
See page 12

Jou stem tel

M
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POSTNATAL
DEPRESSION
Our cover star,
actress Marisa
Drummond,
talks us
through her
journey.
see page 18

MIDSTREAM

At the new Mediclinic Midstream, innovation goes beyond ‘always available’
and ‘up to date’. Designed with an ICT infrastructure, each patient’s information
is integrated and available across the hospital’s advanced real-time network system.
This ensures each patient receives both expert care and expertise they can trust.
For more information, visit www.mediclinic.co.za

SOUTH AFRICA • SWITZERLAND • UAE • NAMIBIA
www.mediclinic.co.za
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Connect with us

Bayer Aspirin® Cardio
100 is the most
widely used, low
dose Aspirin for the
prevention of Strokes
and Heart Attacks
worldwide1*

Being informed about your health is vital. Join our
online family for all the latest health, wellness and
medical breakthroughs.

3

Are you expecting? Download
the Mediclinic Baby app today
for free resources to help
parents-to-be prepare for
their new arrival. Our favourite
tool is a cool photo-to-video
feature that turns the
photos you’ve taken
of your growing
bump into
a video!

2

Stay up to date on the latest
medical happenings by joining
our Facebook community. The
page serves as an effective,
real-time bulletin board for
health-awareness campaigns
and news at all our hospitals
across South Africa and
Namibia. www.facebook.com/
MediclinicSouthernAfrica

www
.twit
ter.c
om/
Med
iclini
c

4

Follow us for interesting and
exciting news and updates.
www.twitter.com/Mediclinic

How to connect with us
Watch medical innovations,
real-life stories and healthy
recipes all in one place.
www.youtube.com/mediclinicsa

Have a question?
Just ask us. We’ll take it
to our experts and report
back as soon as we have
an answer for you*.
*Just remember, we can’t
prescribe treatment or make
a diagnosis, but we can equip
you with the right questions
to ask your doctor.

PHOTOGRAPHS Getty Images/Gallo Images, supplied

1

Our infohub (www.mediclinicinfohub.
co.za) is where you’ll find information
on a wide range of topics – from how
to live a healthy life to advice on
surgeries and conditions.

You might be at risk for a Stroke or Heart Attack2
Smoking | High Blood Pressure | High Cholesterol | Diabetes | Advanced Age2
Bayer Aspirin® Cardio 100:
• May prevent Strokes and Heart Attacks if you have a history or are at risk of a Stroke,
Mini-Stroke (TIA) or Heart Attack3
• Has an enteric-coating for built-in stomach protection3

*Does not reflect the South African IMS data
REFERENCES: 1. IMS data on file 2. www.patient.co.uk_health_
preventingcardiovascular-disease 3. Bayer Aspirin® Cardio 100 Registered South
African Package Insert. For full information, please refer to the package insert approved
by the Medicines Regulatory Authority (MCC). S0 Bayer Aspirin® Cardio 100. Each
tablet contains 100 mg of acetylsalicylic acid (ASA). Reg. No.: 31/8/0413. HCR: Bayer
(Pty) Ltd, Co. Reg. No.: 1968/011192/07, 27 Wrench Road, Isando, 1609. Tel: 011 921
5044 Fax: 011 921 5041
L.ZA.GM.08.2014.1023
© Bayer HealthCare Pharmaceuticals August 2014
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the issue

hand
hygiene

YOUR CONSULTING PATHOLOGISTS

What’s the role
of the patient?

“Only those who regard
healing
as the

It’s a lesson drummed into us as
kids: wash your hands. But just
because you’re in a controlled
environment in hospital doesn’t
mean it’s any less important.

of their efforts can,
therefore,
be designated as

Patients and visitors should practise good
hand hygiene before and after entering the
patient’s room, after touching the patient or
environment and after visiting the bathroom.

physicians.”

- Rudolf Virchow

the Mediclinic approach

Hand hygiene is an important aspect of
Patient Safety, which is one of the core
values of Mediclinic. Every year on 5 May,
Mediclinic takes part in the World Health
What’s the most
Organization’s hand hygiene campaign:
effective method?
‘Save Lives: Clean your Hands’. This annual
Hand hygiene refers to the removal
campaign aims to create awareness
of visible dirt and micro-organisms
among all healthcare
from the hands. This can be
....................................................
....................................................
....................................................
done using either soap and
....................................................
.................................................... workers and patients
about the important role
running water or an alcoholthat hand hygiene plays in
based hand rub.
the prevention of infections.
An alcohol-based hand
If soap and water are
Alcohol-based hand
rub is highly effective if hands
unavailable, use an
cleaner dispensers are
are not visibly soiled. It acts
alcohol-based hand
installed at points of care
rapidly, is accessible and can
sanitiser – it contains
as well as in public areas
be used anywhere – unlike
at least 60% alcohol.
in all Mediclinic hospitals
soap and water where you
....................................................
....................................................
....................................................
....................................................
.................................................... to encourage hand hygiene.
need a basin, running water
Hand hygiene compliance
and paper towel.
is monitored on a continuous basis and
If you can’t manage to do it yourself
compliance rates are reported monthly.
for any reason, don’t hesitate to ask your
So keep it simple and follow these
healthcare worker to help you. Families of
health guidelines: you’re undoubtedly
patients can also do their bit, especially as
in good hands!
they’re often closely involved in care-giving.

(Source Wikipedia)

DID YOu
KnOW?
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teaching kids
get kids to sing the song ‘happy
Birthday’ twice while they’re
scrubbing up. the singing
will take 15–20 seconds –
long enough to get rid of
dirt and micro-organisms.

text Deborah Louw photographs Getty Images/Gallo Images

H

armful organisms can be
transmitted via your hands. In a
recent study, potentially harmful
organisms were identified on the hands
of patients who’d been hospitalised for
at least 48 hours. Regular hand hygiene
is therefore a key way to prevent these
organisms from spreading infection.

ultimate goal

To initiate specialised tests or discuss specific
needs with an expert pathologist, please visit
www.ampath.co.za

CHECK UP |

I N KO P I E S

SLIM
BABAKOPIES
Oulike goed om
nuwe ouers se lewens
makliker te maak –
van nuttige krale tot
’n gawe slaapmaatjie.

R269, Kids Living
Vang spesiale oomblikke vas
met hierdie handige stel van
30 mylpaalkaartjies. Sluit
hulle by jou kinders se foto’s
in sodat jy altyd kan onthou
wanneer hulle die eerste keer
deurgeslaap, geglimlag
of ‘Mamma’ gesê het.

Baby Pearls krale

Ewan the Sheep

Natursutten fopspeen

R369, Kids Living
Stuur baba’s en kleuters rustig na droomland met díe oulike slaaphulpmiddel.
Ewan speel hartklop- en ander klanke wat
gerusstellende baarmoedergeluide naboots.
Hy kan aan ’n wiegie, stootwaentjie of
motorsitplek vasgemaak word, en dien
ook as nagliggie.

R99,99, Wellness Warehouse
Hierdie ortodontiese
fopspeen gemaak van
natuurlike rubber is
higiënies ontwerp en bevat
geen skadelike stowwe of
kunsmatige kleurmiddels nie.

Stokke Steps stoel

R180, Pinkfoot Boutique
Wanneer die tande begin pla,
kou baba’s graag aan alles
wat voorkom. Baby Pearls
Teething Jewellery bied ’n
veilige oplossing in die vorm van
mooi juweliersware vir Mamma
waaraan Baba na hartelus kan
knaag. Die silikoonkrale is sag
maar ferm, en beskikbaar in
16 kleure.

TOP
KEUSE

R2 999, Kids Living
Die Steps stoel is die hart van Stokke se modulêre
stoelstelsel en dien as basis vir ’n wipstoel, asook
ander afsonderlike bykomstighede geskik vir elke
stadium van baba tot kleuter. Op sy eie bied die
verstelbare stoel aktiewe kleintjies die nodige
steun en gemak om saam met die res van die
gesin by die etenstafel aan te sit.

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
LET WEL Die produkte wat hier vertoon word is onderhewig aan beskikbaarheid en mag dalk nie oral
beskikbaar wees nie. Alle pryse sluit BTW in (tensy anders aangedui) en was korrek teen druktyd.
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Milestone Baby Cards
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INFOGRAPHIC

AKE
R SUGAR INT
REDUCE YOU
Here are five simple ways to cut down
on sugar.

SUGAR RUSH

1
2

Avoid sugary drinks. Rather drink
water or diluted fruit juice.
Read labels very carefully. Sugar
is sometimes disguised by other
names such as high-fructose corn
syrup, dextrose, glucose, lactose,
malt syrup, molasses, sucrose,
agave nectar, brown rice sugar
and evaporated cane juice.
Start exercising! A daily 30minute walk can help control
your cravings.
Don’t think low-fat means
healthy – the missing fat
is usually replaced by salt
and sugar.
Try to eat more fibre,
which will help keep
you feeling full for longer.
Aim for 25-30g a day.

Many of us will admit to having a sweet tooth. But how
much is too much? And how does it affect your body?
Dr Marli Conradie, an endocrinologist, explains.

3

AR?
WHAT IS SUG
Sugar is a carbohydrate made
up of glucose and fructose. It’s the
glucose that gives us energy, but
when we consume too much our
body secretes insulin and stores it
as fat. Fructose is metabolised in
our liver and if we eat too much
it releases the excess as fat.

4

1747

5

German chemist Andreas
Marggraf discovers that
the sugar in sugar beet is
identical to that in sugarcane.

The World Health Organization
recommends a daily sugar intake
of 50g. If one teaspoon equals 4g,
this means you should have no more
than 12 teaspoons of sugar a day.
Sounds like a lot? It’s not – one
can of soda contains about 40g
(or 10 teaspoons) of sugar.

42 million

children under the age
of five were overweight
or obese in 2013.
10 I
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How much is enough?

DID YOU
KNOW?

About 3,5 million
South Africans
live with either
type 1 or type
2 diabetes.

How sugar affects your body
Apart from weight gain, sugar has other effects
that can be detrimental to your health:
DENTAL CAVITIES This is especially important in
growing children who consume sugar or sugary
drinks and don’t clean their teeth properly.
Avoid giving your baby juice in his/her bottle.
CANCER There are many studies that show the
association between obesity, which is directly
linked to excessive sugar consumption, and
various types of cancer.
FATTY LIVER DISEASE If your liver is overloaded
with sugar, it will store it as fat. This can lead
to inflammation of the liver and liver disease.
MOOD As the effect sugar has on one’s brain can
be addictive, it can cause problems like depression
if you’re unable to control your cravings.

IS IT GOOD FOR YOU?
Feeling sick?

The symptoms
of sugar intoxications are:
Gas Fatigue
Upset stomach
Mood swings

Headaches
Fogginess

‘Yes, of course it is!’ says Dr Conradie.
‘We all need sugar as an energy source,
but the important question to ask is:
which type of sugar are we consuming?
Rather eat an apple for its natural
sugar – added refined sugar in your
diet has no nutritional value.’

AUTUMN 2015
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FAC T O R F I C T I O N

3

My smartphone is slowly killing me.

MIND YOUR
SPINE

............................................................................................
............................................................................................
............................................................................................
............................................................................................
............................................................................................

Sunday 10 May 2015 marks
the global Move for Health Day.
To get you going, we look at
the facts and fiction behind
bad posture, a sedentary
lifestyle and exercise.

Words Will Sinclair

1

.......................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................

SLOUCHING ONLY
LOOKS BAD, IT DOESN’T
ACTUALLY CAUSE
LONG-TERM DAMAGE.
FICTION Let’s get something
straight: bad posture has
many adverse effects
on your health – and
some are pretty serious.
‘Bad posture plays a huge
– and negative – role in
your body’s heart-lung
capacity,’ warns Stefan Uys,
a biokineticist at Mediclinic
Bloemfontein. ‘It puts
pressure on your
diaphragm, which
can do long-term
damage to your
body’s metabolic
function and its
oxygen supply.’

Exercise will counteract
my hours of sitting down.

2

FICTION Sorry, wrong again. In 2010 the
American Cancer Society analysed a 14-year
study of 123 000 middle-aged Americans
and found that – even with diet factored
in – those who spent six hours or more
a day sitting down had a 34% (for women)
or 17% (for men) higher mortality rate
than those who reported sitting for three
hours or less. What’s worse, even if they
did 45 to 60 minutes of exercise a day, the
people who spent those extra hours sitting
(the researchers called them ‘active couch
potatoes’) still had a higher mortality rate!

Stefan Uys
of Mediclinic
Bloemfontein
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FACT The average adult head weighs 4,5–5,5kg in its upright position.
But when you bend your neck forward to check your smartphone
screen (as the average person does for two to four hours a day) the
forces on your cervical spine (neck) increase, making it bear much
more weight. According to new research published in Surgical
Technology International, when you tilt your head forward just
15 degrees, it puts 12,25kg worth of pressure on your cervical spine.
It gets worse the more you crane your neck: 30 degrees makes
18kg, 45 degrees 22kg, and 60 degrees 27kg. Hold your phone up to
your face next time. You might look a little silly but your neck will be grateful!

5

Sitting will leave
me feeling down.

FACT Sadly so. Sitting too
much can lead to feelings
of depression. Research
from Australia published
in the American Journal
of Preventive Medicine
showed that women who
sat down for more than
seven hours a day were
at a 47% higher risk for
depressive symptoms than
women who sat for four
hours or less. What’s more,
women who didn’t exercise
had a whopping 99% higher
risk for depression compared
with women who exercised
for just 30 minutes a day
on most days.

CROSSING MY LEGS WILL
GIVE ME VARICOSE VEINS.
FICTION There’s no medical
evidence to support this
notion. Some doctors flat-out
dismiss it as an old wives’ tale,
but others point out that the
pressure of one leg on top of
another will cause your veins to
show up more. What we know
for sure – and what a recent
study published in the journal
Blood Pressure Monitoring
found – is that sitting with
your legs crossed at the knee
can raise your blood pressure
(BP). Crossing your legs can
increase your systolic BP by
nearly seven percent and your
diastolic BP by two percent.
But that’s only if you sit like
that for a long time. The effects
are drastically reduced if you
simply stand up and move
around every 20 minutes
or so.
............................................................................................
............................................................................................
............................................................................................
............................................................................................
............................................................................................

A 2007 STUDY IN THE CZECH
REPUBLIC FOUND THAT 40%
OF SCHOOL CHILDREN (AGED 11)
HAD BAD POSTURE – AND
THOSE WHO DID REPORTED
MORE HEADACHES AND
MORE PAIN IN THE CERVICAL
AND LUMBAR SPINE.

AUTUMN 2015
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Is It an
allergy?

.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................

Good posture means
a straight back.

FICTION As we explained earlier,
slouching is seriously bad for you. But
the solution isn’t the opposite extreme:
standing (or sitting) with your spine
ramrod straight, locked into a fixed
position, isn’t great for you either.
The optimal posture is dynamic, so
that you’re ready to move without
having to adjust your body first.

6

BAD POSTURE CAUSES BACK PAIN.
FACT Bad posture is a major cause of back pain – but it’s

not the only cause. Core-strengthening exercises will help
relieve lower back pain, but only if they’re done correctly.
As Stefan points out, poor or incorrect form can undo all
your efforts in the gym.

To find out whether you’re really allergic
to something, take a simple test.
You’re experiencing the uncomfortable
symptoms of an allergy – sneezing, itchy
eyes, wheezing, or dry skin. But it might
not be an allergy. Those symptoms
may be the result of something else:
a temporary irritant, or even an infection.
To get the appropriate remedy, you
need to understand the real cause behind
your symptoms. Treatment differs for
different conditions, so ask your doctor
to give you a simple allergy-screening
blood test.
An IgE (immunoglobulin E) test
measures the amount of allergy

.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................

STRAIGHTEN UP!
Try these three exercises every day to strengthen your core and combat the negative
effects of bad posture.

antibodies in your blood. Combined with
a physical exam and your case history, the
results will help your doctor determine if
you are allergic, what you are allergic to
– or even rule out allergy completely.
Allergy blood tests can test for
hundreds of allergens (allergy triggers),
such as certain trees, weeds, pollen,
Nasal congestion/sneezing,
mould, animal dander and foods.
itchy/watery eyes and nose:
Adults and children of any age,
of patients who are
no matter what their skin condition
diagnosed as having
or symptom, can undergo this easy
allergic rhinitis and prescribed
antihistamine may not be allergic1,2.
test, which is covered by medical
aid providers.

‘If you activate your transverse obliques and build a good relationship between your back
muscles and your abdominal muscles, you will definitely increase your core strength,’ says
Stefan Uys, a biokineticist Mediclinic Bloemfontein. He adds that good core strength is key
to being able to ‘tuck in your belly button’ – which is the secret to enhancing your posture.

2

2

MOVE 1 ROUNDED
SHOULDERS
A strong trapezius – that’s
the long muscle that spans
your shoulders and back – will
help keep you from slouching.
Strengthen yours by lying face
down on the floor with each
arm bent 90 degrees (like
you’re giving a high-five) [1].
Keep your elbows bent and
raise both arms by pulling your
shoulders back and squeezing
your shoulder blades together
[2]. Hold that pose for five
seconds. That’s one rep.
Do 3 sets of 12 reps.
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MOVE 2 THE BRIDGE

MOVE 3 THE PLANK

Using a stability ball, lie on
your back with your bum on
the floor, your arms straight
and out to the sides, and
your heels on the ball [1].
Now slowly raise your
hips until your body is in
a straight line from your
heels to your shoulders
[2]. Hold the position for
5-10 seconds without letting
your hips sag and without
arching your back. Lower
your hips again to complete
one rep. Do 2 sets of 10 reps.

It’s a simple core exercise,
but it’s hugely effective
in building your core
strength. Known to experts
as the ‘abdominal bridge’,
it’s basically a push-up
position with your body’s
weight resting on your
elbows, forearms and
toes. Hold the pose for
as long as you can while
breathing deeply and evenly.
It’s not as easy as it looks:
a minute or more and
you’re doing well.
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For more information, visit Thermo Scientific’s
allergy info website at www.isitallergy.co.za.
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TOE EN NOU

PYNBEHEER-

NOU

TEGNIEKE

Teen die 1900s is die gebruik van opium in verkeie lande verbied, maar onverpose
navorsing in die veld van farmakologie het gelei tot die bekendstelling van
’n verskeidenheid sintetiese opiate wat slegs op voorskrif beskikbaar
was. ’n Groot aantal orale pynstillers wat
oor die toonbank beskikbaar is, is ook
bekendgestel sodat lyers hul pyn
self kan behandel.
Vir diegene met chroniese pyn
of terminale siektes is pasientbeheerde analgesie, aanvanklik
algemeen gebruik om pyn ná
chirurgie te verlig, beskikbaar
gestel. Dit het beteken dat iemand
die dosis en frekwensie van hulle
pynverligtingmedikasie na wense
deur middel van ’n binneaarse
infusiepomp kon beheer.
In die 1990s het die transdermale
pynbeheerplakker – byna soos ’n
pleister deurtrek met pynstiller –
die lig gesien, wat die opname
van pynverligtingsmedikasie in
die bloedstroom via velkontak
moontlik gemaak het.
Die nuwe millennium het
groot deurbrake in pynbeheertegnieke gebring: wetenskaplikes
het ontdek hoe om pyn te verlig
deur óf te voorkom dat die
pynboodskap gestuur word
óf te keer dat die brein sulke
boodskappe verstaan. Hierdie
tegnieke sluit senuweeblokkeringsinspuitings, epidurale en intratekale
inspuitings, sowel as die gebruik van
hitte, radioterapie, en rugstringen diepbreinstimulasie in.

Pogings om pyn te verlig is so oud soos
die mensdom self. Danksy moderne
pynbeheertegnieke kan ons vandag
pyn byna geheel en al elimineer.
Woorde Amanda Killick

ie sensasie van pyn is die liggaam se manier om ons duidelik te laat
weet dat daar iewers fout is. Meeste van ons voel een of ander tyd
êrens seer. Om die pyn te verlig, sluk ons eenvoudig ’n pil en wag
20 minute tot dit in werking tree. Maar hoe het die mens pyn
beheer in die ou dae, voor ons so maklik pynstillers wat oor die toonbank
beskikbaar is kon neem?

D
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WEET JY?

120 miljoen
volwassenes – dit wil
sê 20% van die wêreld
se bevolking – ervaar
elke dag pyn.

Regoor die wêreld leef een
uit elke vyf volwassenes op
’n daaglikse basis met matige
tot erge chroniese pyn van een
of ander aard.

Weet jy?
Een uit elke 10 volwassenes word
jaarliks met een of ander vorm van
chroniese pyn gediagnoseer. Dis om
en by 60 miljoen mense!

US$50 miljard

was die waarde van die wêreldwye
pynbeheer-farmakologiemark in 2013.
Dit sou na verwagting met 10% groei
het teen die einde van 2014.

US$92,9 miljard
is ’n skatting van die 2015
wêreld-markwaarde van
oor-die-toonbank medikasie.

ILLUSTRATIONS Getty Images/Gallo Images, Sean
Robertson BYKOMENDE BRONNE http://opioids.
com/pain-management/history.html, http://io9.
com/how-drugs-work-to-help-you-ease-thepain-1452216695, http://blog.oup.com/2014/09/
facts-history-of-pain-management-list/, http://www.
apmaugusta.com/2014/history-present-day-theoriespain-management/, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Patient-controlled_analgesia

Tussen die Steentydperk (voor 2000 vC) en die Middeleeue (van die 5de
tot die 15de eeu), was pynbeheer taamlik lukraak. Baie mense het geglo
dat pyn ’n straf was wat deur omgekrapte gode en bose geeste aan die
lyer toegedien is. Die teenmiddels? Towerseremonies, gebed, offerplegtighede en die gebruik van ’n verskeidenheid raserige instrumente
om die geeste uit die lyer se liggaam te verskrik.
Daar is bewyse dat die antieke Egiptenare chroniese pyn
behandel het deur elektriese Nylpalings op die wond te plaas
as ’n sort senuweestimulus – soortgelyk aan vandag se TENSbehandeling (TENS staan vir transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation).
Teen die 1600s het traditionele genesers se kruie en papperye ontwikkel
tot meer doeltreffende pynverligting. Dink aan morfien, opium, laudanum,
aspirien, kodeïen – kragtige pynstillers wat effektiewe verligting gebied
het, maar met ’n skrikwekkende newe-effek: verslawing. Teen die
middel van die 19de eeu was middelafhanklikheidsvlakke hoër as ooit.
Terselfdertyd (rondom 1846) het snydokters chloroform en eter as
verdowingsmiddel gebruik eerder as om pasiënte onder die mes op
leerstroke te laat neerbyt.

VINNIGE FEIT
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Spotlight

lost & Found

When actress Marisa Drummond suddenly went silent,
it was the start of an unexpected journey through postnatal
depression (PND). Now she’s devoted to giving PND a voice.
Words Rose cohen Photographs Melanie Maré

Watch our intervieW
Listen to Marisa’s experience
(and advice) in her own words
at www.mediclinicinfohub.com search for ‘Marisa Drummond’.
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Lifta – The Stairlift

Spotlight

t

o the outside world, it seems unlikely
that a successful soap star, singer
and healthy young mother should fall
into the dark clutches of depression
after giving birth to a beautiful baby
girl, but postnatal depression (PND)
doesn’t discriminate. PND strikes almost a third of
all new moms in every circumstance and persists for
up to five years in half of those. Dr Belinda Bruwer,
a psychiatrist at Mediclinic Windhoek, sheds some
light on Marisa Drummond’s struggle.

degree of heightened anxiety are completely normal
and occur in 90% of women who have just given birth.
However, these baby blues, as they call them, only last
three to five days and subside completely in two
weeks. A case of the baby blues doesn’t interfere
with your ability to function – but PND does.’

THe HOMecOMinG
What Marisa says

THe PReGnancy
What Marisa says

BEloW Marisa’s

‘I had the perfect pregnancy. My husband Christopher
and I had only been trying for a month when we
conceived Annabel. We were so excited. We did
up the nursery and attended baby expos. It wasn’t
a stressful time and my career was on track – the
scriptwriters of Isidingo skilfully found a way to work
me out of the plot so I could go on maternity leave.
I was only the teensiest bit apprehensive about having
a baby who would suddenly depend entirely on us
for everything and I felt a touch nauseous in my first
trimester, but that was all.’

daughter Annabel is
now three years old.
Mother and child are
inseparable – and
both are thriving.

‘Baby Annabel was a trouper. She fed well and she
gained weight nicely, but when we got home things
deteriorated on my side. I knew something was wrong
and yet I just couldn’t communicate. I went quiet.
I felt nothing. I became fearful and had panic attacks
– especially at night. I was scared of the dark and
would walk around switching all the lights on. I didn’t
want to be alone with my baby. I didn’t reject her
and I wasn’t angry with her, I was just dead inside.
I couldn’t sleep and I stopped eating.’

TEST DR

IVE

N E A R BY

!

What dr Bruwer says
‘Approximately 15-20% of expectant mothers
experience depression during their pregnancies.
Marisa had no symptoms of depression while
pregnant, but if she had exhibited these symptoms
I would have recommended treatment:
persistent changes in mood
incapacitating anxiety
an inability to function or feel, and/or
experiencing suicidal thoughts.
Untreated maternal depression is likely to be more
harmful to the mother and baby’s health than
antidepressant treatment during pregnancy and
while breastfeeding.’

THe BiRTH
What Marisa says
‘In my final trimester I developed pre-eclampsia [a
potentially dangerous condition characterised by high
blood pressure]. I went into labour three weeks early
and had to have an emergency Caesarean section.
The spinal-block anaesthetic didn’t take properly and
I could feel pain. My gynaecologist talked me through
the surgery, but it was seriously sore and something
inside me switched off during the process. I became
emotionally numb and when Annabel was handed
to me to hold I remember thinking I must smile for
a photo and that was it. Christopher and Annabel
then disappeared and I was all alone.’

What dr Bruwer says
‘Emotional numbness is a common and worrying
symptom of PND, but it’s important not to confuse
it with regular baby blues. Low mood and a certain
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7
Y 0807 - 373 73

• Custom made for any kind of stairway

www.lifta.co.za

• Free no-obligation survey
• Quality, excellence and safety comes standard
• Simple installation without any
modification works
• Fully-approved to EU Standards
• More than 30 years of experience
from a German company
• 365 days / 24 hours available

COUPON
Please send me a free brochure

Local contact numbers:
Johannesburg Y 011 - 234 8111
Cape Town Y 021 - 426 5048, Fax 021 - 462 4696
Durban Y 031 - 561 6050

Name

Address

Postal code

Tel

Lifta Stairlift SA, Unit 103, The Avalon, 123 Hope Street, Gardens, 8001, South Africa
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Spotlight

PnD: What can DaDs Do?
When it comes to postnatal depression,
fathers have their own story to tell
and they hurt through the process, too.
Read Marisa’s letter to her husband
Christopher and tips for fathers
on the Mediclinic infohub – visit
www.mediclinicinfohub.co.za and
search for ‘Marisa’s advice to new dads’.

hair and Make-up Kim Winterscale location C’est La Vie 012 654 0220 www.c-estlavie.co.za

What dr Bruwer says
‘PND is a major depressive episode that includes
symptoms such as severely depressed/low mood, low
energy, loss of interest in and enjoyment of activities,
changes in appetite and sleep, feelings of guilt, suicidal
thoughts, negative thoughts about oneself and the
future, feelings of agitation or psychomotor slowness
and lack of concentration – and it occurs in the period
after a baby is born. Anyone can develop PND, although
the following risk factors increase susceptibility:
previous psychiatric illness
history of illness in current pregnancy
or past pregnancy
an unwanted child
poor social support
substance use.’

FindinG help
What Marisa says
‘Christopher carried me through that tough time when
I felt like I wasn’t good enough to look after our baby.
He took leave for a month and after that I eventually
phoned my mom. All that came out were these words:
“I want to love my child.” And yet, it wasn’t that I didn’t
love her, it was just that I didn’t feel anything.
‘I needed to feel something. My mom called the
gynaecologist and told her I was in trouble. She
diagnosed PND and referred me to my GP, who
has experience in managing the condition.’

What dr Bruwer says
‘If you suspect that someone you know may have
postnatal depression, you need to refer them urgently
to a GP or psychiatrist for a thorough assessment, as

the mom and baby may be at risk if the depression is
severe. Untreated mental illness increases the risk for
complications such as:
alcohol or substance abuse
increased risk of physical health problems
suicide or filicide (killing your baby)
poor self-care and nutrition.’

the road to recoVery
What Marisa says

The 26-minute short
film Stom stars Marisa
and documents the
downward spiral of
a mother battling
with PnD. it was
nominated for Best
Film, Best Actress
and Best Director
at kyknet’s 2014
Silwerskermfees.
Marisa, who also plays
Saskia in Villa Rosa,
says the last step
in her journey to
healing is therapy,
and she plans to
share her experience
with as many moms
and moms-to-be
as possible.

‘It was difficult at first. The medication made me feel ill
and it took three weeks before I felt better, and a year
before the clouds lifted. Those who know me say it was
like I’d been in a car accident – brain-damaged and cut
off from reality. I didn’t speak because I couldn’t find
the words. I now know it’s a chemical imbalance. I’ve
learnt how to manage my lows and anxieties, and
I surround myself with positive people.
‘I have an amazing support structure in my family
and friends. It’s been a real learning curve for me, the
one who’s usually the agony aunt helping others.’

What dr Bruwer says
‘A combination of medication, psychotherapy and
social intervention is used to treat PND. Several
antidepressants are safe in breastfeeding as long as
the baby is feeding and a baby clinic nurse regularly
monitors weight gain and sleep routines. Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) may be indicated in very
severe cases and referral to a support group or social
worker is often beneficial. Left untreated, PND can
persist for months and have a significant negative
effect on the wellbeing of the mother, her baby
and other family members.’
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Jupiter 778 million km

Perspective

On Earth, it can take days, weeks or even months
to travel the distance from one continent to another.
Looking at the planets’ distances from the Sun in
our solar system, ‘far’ becomes a relative concept...

Neptune 4,5 billion km

Pluto 5,9 billion km

saturn 1,4 billion km
Venus 108 million km

uranus 2,8 billion km

earth 150 million km

Making history
spacecraft rosetta (pictured
above) was launched on 2 March
2004 and travelled 6,4 billion
kilometres before arriving at comet
67P/churyumov-Gerasimenko’s
orbit on 6 August 2014. Its probe,
Philae, touched down on the comet
on 12 November. rosetta’s objective
is to help us understand the origin
of the solar system, formed about
4,6 billion years ago. evidence
shows that comets played a vital
role in the evolution of planets.

Mars 228 million km

sources www.bbc.com, www.esa.int
PHoToGrAPHs & ILLusTrATIoNs Getty Images/Gallo Images

Mercury 57 million km

DID YOU KNOW?
commercial aeroplanes usually cruise
at an altitude of 11 km. Felix Baumgartner
famously skydived from 39km. The
internationally accepted boundary
between our atmosphere and space is
called the Kármán Line and is 100km
away. Now take a step back – the outer
edges of our solar system is estimated
to be approximately 21 581 310 600 km
from earth!
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STEP BY STEP

CORONARY
BYPASS
SURGERY

I

AUTUMN 2015

Mammary
graft

1

2

Once the surgery is done, the wound is closed in layers.
Dr Swart says: ‘The sternal halves are brought together
using surgical steel wires and need six to 12 weeks
to become hard as bone again. After the breastbone
is brought together, the subcutaneous layer is closed
with absorbable sutures and, lastly, we close the
skin with metal clips that can be removed after
14 days.’

WHAT ARE THE RISKS?
Dr Swart says that, as with any surgery, things
can go wrong. ‘Bleeding is the one complication
a surgeon needs to keep in mind all the time – from
the wound itself but also as a result of the patient
being on anti-coagulation medication,’ he explains.
‘Coronary artery bypass is a precision surgery and
any damage to the coronary artery or the bypass
graft can be fatal. A poor-functioning heart muscle
can also sometimes fail to take over the circulation
at the end of the bypass procedure.’

I
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Dr Swart explains what the on- and off-pump
techniques involve:
ON-PUMP The vast majority of cases, around 80%,
are done with the aid of cardiopulmonary bypass
where the surgeon uses a heart-lung machine
to quiet/stop the patient’s heart. In an on-pump
environment, the surgeon can perform more
precise blood vessel reconnection.
OFF-PUMP This procedure is done on a beating heart
without the aid of the heart-lung machine. This was
the technique that was used before the development
of the heart-lung machine. Modern equipment makes
this easier now than in those early years, but it is
still more challenging because it’s a ‘moving target’.
One possible advantage is the chance of less of
an inflammatory response to the surgery.

Blockage

Words Amanda Killick

26 I

TWO TYPES OF BYPASS TECHNIQUES

‘The operation can take up to three hours, depending
on the number of bypasses that need to be done and
other difficulties that may be encountered,’ Dr Swart
explains. ‘Most of the time, the heart is accessed
through a divided breastbone. Some surgeons prefer
to work on-pump and others prefer off-pump. In my
opinion the one is not necessarily better than the
other and the surgeon and theatre team should
be comfortable with either technique.’

Left internal
mammary artery

In South Africa, approximately
4 800 patients have coronary
bypass surgery every year.
Here’s what you need to know
should you ever need one…

.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................

PREPARING FOR SURGERY
Getting your head around major cardiac
bypass surgery is vital, but you might not
have time for that before heading to theatre…

Dr Marius Swart
of Mediclinic
Bloemfontein

‘If they’re an urgent case, some patients can
undergo bypass surgery during the same
hospital admission as the angiogram that’s
done by their cardiologist,’ explains Dr Swart.
‘Other patients will go home and set a date for
elective bypass surgery, allowing them time to
prepare themselves mentally for major surgery,
which is very important,’ he says.
Dr Swart says the only other preparation a
patient can make from a medical perspective
prior to surgery, if they’re a non-urgent case,
is to continue with their everyday medical
treatment but stop taking any blood-thinning
(anti-platelet) medication. The majority of
patients at Mediclinic Bloemfontein, however,
have their operation during the same
admission as the angiogram.

RECOVERY AND FUTURE LIFE
PHOTOGRAPHS AND ILLUSTRATIONS Getty Images/Gallo Images, supplied

n South Africa, coronary artery disease
affects mainly the white and Indian
population, more men than women,
and often middle-aged and older.
Once you’ve been diagnosed with
coronary artery disease – where fatty plaque builds
up and narrows or blocks your arteries – you may
eventually require coronary artery bypass graft
(CABG) surgery, a procedure that restores blood
flow to the heart muscle by diverting the flow
of blood around a section of the blocked artery
in your heart.
Dr Marius Swart, a cardiothoracic surgeon at
Mediclinic Bloemfontein, explains: ‘There is no
doubt that coronary bypass surgery – whether
it’s a double, triple or quadruple bypass – is
considered major surgery. The heart muscle is
supplied by two main coronary arteries – a left
and a right – each with a number of branches.
‘Bypassing an obstructed artery is done by
means of an arterial or venous graft – in other
words, the surgeon will remove some of your
own arteries or veins, for example from the
inside leg, behind the breastbone, the calf
or even the forearm. These grafts are then
anastomosed [joined] beyond the obstruction.’

THE PROCEDURE

Blockage

Saphenous
graft
Saphenous
vein

‘Recovery doesn’t necessarily depend on the number
of bypasses performed – it depends on how strong
or healthy the patient was before the operation,’ says Dr
Swart. In his experience at Mediclinic Bloemfontein, two
thirds of patients stay an average of six days after surgery,
while only two percent might stay longer than 14 days.
Once discharged, a patient has to continue with
medication. ‘Remember, the treatment of coronary
artery disease is not the stent or the bypass operation.
Treatment is the change of lifestyle to limit the risk
factors for coronary artery disease. All patients should
be on aspirin, most likely something for cholesterol,
and depending on the presence of hypertension or
diabetes, the appropriate medication. Patients also
have to see their cardiologist for regular check-ups.’
.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................

READ MORE
Learn more about life after
coronary bypass surgery. Visit
www.mediclinicinfohub.co.za and
search for ‘life after coronary surgery’.
AUTUMN 2015
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RolE
Models
South Africa has two rising
wheelchair tennis stars in
Lucas Sithole and Kgothatso
Montjane. Despite lifeshattering setbacks, they’ve
both reached the top of
their game… and now
they’re planning their
next big move.
Words Will sinclair
Photographs adam Mcconnachie,
Reg caldecott, supplied

Kgothatso
Montjane and
Lucas Sithole
in action.
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ucas Sithole doesn’t like to talk about
the accident. Neither would you.
As a 12-year-old kid growing up near
Newcastle, KwaZulu-Natal, he was
helping a local train driver when he
slipped under a slow-moving train
and lost both legs and his right arm. Just like that,
his dreams of being a famous soccer player were over.
‘It was an emotional journey,’ he says. ‘I had to learn
to write again as I was right-handed, learn to dress
myself with one arm... The community and my friends
found it difficult to accept my circumstances, and
I also had to deal with that rejection. I basically lost
all my friends, as I could not play soccer with them
any more. I had to learn to accept myself.’
Lucas’s parents moved him to a special school,
which helped him to cope and move on. ‘It built
my self-confidence again,’ he says.
In Grade 12 he was introduced to wheelchair tennis
and those dreams of sports stardom came flooding
back. ‘Wheelchair tennis changed my life,’ he says.
‘Together with my faith it gave me a purpose and
a dream again. I enjoyed playing tennis and still do
today. I love to play!’
With no legs and one arm, Lucas has taken the
world wheelchair tennis circuit by storm. He made
the last 16 of the 2012 Paralympic Games tournament,
climbed to No 2 in the world quads ranking, and won
the prestigious US Open title last year. Along the way
he was awarded the silver Order of Ikhamanga by
President Jacob Zuma.
His focus now is on reaching the world No 1
ranking and winning gold at the 2016 Paralympics.
For the moment his other dream – of becoming a
maskandi musician – is on hold. But don’t bet against
him achieving that. ‘Nothing is impossible,’ he says.
‘That’s why I try and fail, but I don’t fail to try.’
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‘I came to know that
I wasn’t the only one
facing this battle and
learnt to accept myself
and appreciate life
as it was.’
– KGOTHATSO MONTJANE
‘Nothing is impossible,’
says Lucas Sithole.
‘That’s why I try and fail,
but I don’t fail to try.’

MAKING IT WORK
Kgothatso ‘KG’ Montjane was born with
a congenital disorder called Amniotic
Band Syndrome. ‘My mother’s placenta
was damaged and attached itself to
my body parts during pregnancy,’ she
explains, ‘meaning parts of my body –
namely my leg and fingers – weren’t
able to develop properly.’
From Grade 1, KG attended a school
for the physically disabled. ‘Being around
others who faced similar challenges had a very
positive influence on me,’ she says. ‘I came to know
that I wasn’t the only one facing this battle and learnt
to accept myself and appreciate life as it was.’
After an early childhood of – as she puts it – ‘being
forced to either hop around with my surgical boot
or rely on crutches to support me’, KG had to have her
other leg amputated when she was 12. ‘At first, having
a prosthetic was a challenge, but as time went on it
got better and better,’ she says. ‘I now rely on it to
get me from one place to the next. But when I’m
on the tennis court, it’s a different story altogether!’
KG developed a knack for sports early on, and
when she was recruited to play wheelchair tennis
she says she saw in it ‘the opportunity to travel the
world – something I’d always hoped for’. She soon
grew used to holding the racquet, she says: ‘And
although I toppled the chair on occasion, it was only
because I was chasing the ball with everything I had!’
That determination has taken KG to the top 10 of
the ITF World Wheelchair Tennis rankings – together
with Paralympics appearances in 2008 and 2012,
and won her SA Sportswoman of the Year with
a Disability in 2011 and 2013.
She’s already looking to the future. As well as
training two hours a day, six days a week, she’s
completing her national diploma in retail business
management at the University of Johannesburg.
‘I want to achieve a world ranking of No 1 and also
become a successful businesswoman,’ she says.
‘And although I have to fight for time, I feel I am
well balanced and living my life to its fullest extent.’

Move the way you’re meant to...
Capsules to put the swing back in your serve!
TOP Kgothatso
Montjane is ranked No 1
in South Africa and
ninth internationally.
RIGHT Lucas Sithole
in action at the 2012
Paralympic Games.
ABOVE Lucas receives
the silver Order of
Ikhamanga from
President Jacob
Zuma in 2014.

JOINTEzeTM, a range of products that can assist the body to increase joint mobility and alleviate pain.
How do JOINTEzeTM Capsules work?
JOINTEzeTM Capsules contain a balanced
combination of Hydrolised Collagen,
Omega-3 fatty acids, Antioxidants, Vitamins and MSM.
This 5-way action formula can assist the body with alleviating
joint pain and inflammation as well as enhance joint cartilage
strength.

How Can JOINTEzeTM Capsules Help You?
JOINTEzeTM Capsules can assist with: *

PEP TALK
Have you suffered a life-changing
event? Paralympic star and worldtop
10 wheelchair tennis ace Kgothatso
Montjane has a message for you:
‘I strongly feel that if you don’t believe
in yourself, no one else will. It starts with
you. Build yourself up to be the best you
can be. Being differently abled is not
something that I can blame on anyone
else – it was the will of God, something
I am grateful for and have embraced
wholeheartedly. Never be scared to try
new things because of your condition.
You are able.’

Alleviating joint pain and inflammation
Improving mobility and flexibility
Reducing joint stiffness and tenderness
Rebuilding joint cartilage
Also in the range: JOINTEzeTM Freeze Spray, JOINTEzeTM Warming Gel, JOINTEzeTM
Penetrating Pain Relief Patches, JOINTEzeTM Deep Penetrating Massage Oil.
Nativa (Pty) Ltd • Private Bag X1030, Lyttelton, 0140, South Africa • Customer Care Line: +27 (0) 860 NATIVA (628 482) • health@nativa.co.za • www.nativa.co.za

JOINTEzeTM is available at leading pharmacies and retail stores.
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*Efficacy of support may vary between users.
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HOW IT WORKS

Mobile

SHARE
Video

Did you know?
32,2 million

is the number of cellphone
owners in SA

77% of
over-50s own
a cellphone

Social Media

49 minutes

Friends

Follow

20%

of
over-50s use
mobile data

is the average time South Africans
spend on their smartphones every day

#1

WhatsApp is the most
popular app in SA

Page 4

SILVER SURFING
Social media has many benefits for the elderly, including increased
cognitive capacity and an improved sense of self-competence and
wellbeing. Here’s why senior citizens are getting tech savvy.
Words Laura Cooke

I

n a recent study by the psychology
department at the University of Exeter
in the UK, researchers wanted to see
whether access to the Internet would
affect quality of life for the elderly.
Half of the adults in the study, between the ages
of 60 and 95, were given a computer, some basic
training on how to use it, and access to the Internet.
At the end of the study, the participants who were
given the computers recorded better results on
various measures – including cognitive skills and
feelings of wellbeing.
Programs like Skype and Facebook increase social
interaction, an important contributor to wellbeing that
tends to decline as we age. ‘People who are socially
isolated are more vulnerable to disease and decline,’
said Thomas Morton, lead author on the study. ‘We
are social animals and it’s no surprise that we tend
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to do better when we have the capacity to
connect with others. But what can be surprising
is just how important social connections are to
cognitive and physical health.’
Margaret Keohone, one of the study participants,
said: ‘Having this training changes people’s lives
and opens up their worlds, invigorates their minds
and, for many of us, gives us a completely different
way of recognising our worth as we age. I was just
slipping away into a slower way of life.’

YOU’RE NOT TOO OLD
(FOR ANYTHING!)
Award-winning author and journalist Geoff Dalglish
(66) says, ‘I was a little slow to embrace Internet
technology and social media initially but now see
it as an invaluable tool. I use Facebook extensively

PHOTOGRAPHS Getty Images/Gallo Images, supplied SOURCE Silverstone Mobile Review AMPS 2013AB

You can join our online community. Turn to page 4
to find out how!

to get my messages out to the world and network
with contacts.’
Geoff has authored numerous books, was the
founding editor of Drive and Drive Out, and recently
walked 16 000km across the world sharing messages
about treading more lightly upon the earth. This year
he’ll be taking part in a 55-day walk across California
as part of a major project to raise global awareness
around issues relating to water.
‘Many older folks are nervous of technology, but it
is surprisingly simple to grasp and it’s invaluable in my
everyday life,’ says Geoff. ‘I set up earthpilgrimafrica.com
as a communication tool – having a website was a given.
I love being in contact with my network of friends via
Facebook and emails.’
That said, though, Geoff is aware of the limitations
of social media. ‘I try to limit the time I spend
staring at screens so that I can deepen my nature
connection outdoors, recognising that so many
of us (and especially young people) are suffering
a disconnection from the healing and nurturing
embrace of the natural world.’

TECH SAVVY
Karen Smit, Vodacom product manager for specific
needs, says: ‘In general, marketing of phones focuses
on young people and the benefits for the elderly are
not always properly explained.’ But there are lots
of basic, easy-to-use phones out there! See right
for her top picks for over-60s and over-75s:

Phones for the over-60s
‘Over-60s are tech savvy and love the latest
smartphones,’ says Karen. ‘And these phones
already have built-in features that benefit
senior citizens – such as adjusting font size
and boosting screen brightness. Plus, many
of the phones are compatible with certain
hearing aids. Many over-60s continue to
work, so a data-enabled smartphone meets
their requirements for email and Internet.’

Phones for over-75s
These customers need basic phones for calls
and SMSs, such as the Alcatel 2000, which
has large buttons and simple functions.
‘They did not grow up with technology,
so the phone should be easy to use,’ says
Karen. ‘A cellphone is their lifeline for
staying in touch with family and friends.’

TOP SOCIAL NETWORK? FACEBOOK
‘Facebook is the only social media platform with
measurable take-up by over-65s. At first it was a way
to connect with their children and grandchildren,
but now people in this segment are also using it
to keep in touch with one another’s lives,’ says
Arthur Goldstuck, MD of World Wide Worx.
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PA R E N T I N G

NEWBORN
CHEAT SHEET

FEEDING FEARS
In the first few months after birth, a warning that
something may be wrong is poor feeding, says Dr Reid.
‘Coughs, colds, tummy bugs and even other more serious
conditions may be potential causes of poor feeding.’
However, if baby has a cold or flu but is still feeding
well, they’re generally fine. One feed may not go so
well but if the next one does, you know that everything’s
probably all right.

You’ve just brought your precious newborn home
from hospital – and it’s okay if you feel overwhelmed.
Dr Stephan Reid, a paediatrician at Mediclinic
Potchefstroom, explains what is and isn’t normal
when it comes to temperatures, nappies and feeding.

WARNING SIGN ‘If baby’s not feeding well continuously
(for two or three consecutive feeds) or not feeding at all,
you know that there’s a problem you need to have seen
to as soon as possible,’ cautions Dr Reid.

Words Gillian Klawansky

PRIMITIVE REFLEXES

NAPPY KNOW-HOW
Nappy norms differ between breastfed and formula-fed
babies. It’s common for breastfed babies to poo after every
feed, while formula-fed babies usually go less frequently –
their stools are also slightly firmer than those of breastfed
babies. ‘For both, apply the rule of seven,’ says Dr Reid.
‘Whether baby has one soiled nappy every seven days or
seven soiled nappies in a day [typically even with every
feed], it’s normal, as long as the stool consistency is soft.’
WARNING SIGN ‘Although constipation is quite common
with formula-fed babies, exclusively breastfed babies
shouldn’t get constipated at all. If they do, there may
be a deeper problem,’ says Dr Reid. ‘Constipation is
associated with firm to hard stools that are painful for
baby to pass. Formula-fed babies with constipation
should be taken to the doctor before you change the
formula – with multiple formulas available it’s hard to
know what’s causing which symptom.’

MOMS SPEAK
Second-time moms offer tips for new parents.

A normal temperature is between 36°C and
37°C. ‘Down to 35,5°C is still normal – maybe
baby just needs an extra sheet or a cap
on their head,’ says Dr Reid. ‘Up to 37,5°C
is also acceptable – perhaps they’re too
warmly dressed, so remove a single layer
of clothing and if their temperature drops,
everything’s fine.’
WARNING SIGN ‘In a baby younger than
three months, any temperature above
38,5°C or consistently below 35,5°C
needs to be checked out quite urgently
as this could indicate a serious infection.’
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TEMPERATURE GUIDE

‘Listen to other
parents but do what’s
best for you and your
child. There’s no such
thing as a perfect
parent – you will
make mistakes.’

‘Give your baby lots
of love and start
a routine that suits
you and your baby
as soon as possible.’

‘Don’t be scared
of the crying or of
taking a step back
to breathe every
now and then.’

– SIMONE SCHNEIDER

– SOULLA FALCONER

Normal responses to stimuli that are built
into baby’s neurodevelopment, primitive
reflexes help them cope outside of the
safety of the womb. Dr Stephan Reid, a
paediatrician at Mediclinic Potchefstroom,
explains three common reflexes:

1

MORO REFLEX A startling reflex that
occurs when there’s a sudden loud
noise, a change of brightness in the
room or a sudden movement. Babies look
startled, fling out their arms and exhibit
‘jittery’ movements, moving their arms and
feet until they settle again. Many parents
worry that this is a sign of a fit but it’s
perfectly normal.

2

ROOTING AND SUCKING REFLEX
This has an important role to play
in feeding. Rooting happens when
you touch the side of baby’s mouth and,
if they’re awake and hungry, they turn their
heads sideways and open their mouths
to latch onto the breast, bottle or dummy.
Babies have a powerful gag reflex but
the rooting reflex periodically cancels
this out to allow baby to latch correctly.
The sucking reflex allows them to
drink efficiently.

3

GRASPING REFLEX When you
touch the palms of baby’s hands
or the soles of their feet, they
respond by grabbing onto your finger.
Some say it’s a safety reflex to gain
protection by holding on to something
firm but interpretations differ.

– LEE HERRIDGE
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NUTRITION

TWICE
AS NICE

Here are four recipes guaranteed to
make your taste buds happy using less
sugar than your regular sweet treat.
Recipes and styling Abigail Donnelly Photographs Jan Ras
Food assistant Clement Pedro Nutritional information Irene Labuschagne

PREPARATION

15 minutes
COOKING

10 minutes

CHOCOLATE* AND PEANUT BUTTER CUPS
Makes 6 cups
200g 70% dark chocolate
100g All Bran flakes
1/
4 cup salt- and sugar-free peanut butter
2 tablespoons coconut oil
1/
2 teaspoon vanilla extract
To make the base, melt the chocolate in
a heat-proof bowl over a pot of simmering
water. Stir gently until smooth and evenly
melted. Mix in the All Bran flakes and use
the mixture to line a greased muffin tray.
For the filling, combine the peanut butter,
coconut oil and vanilla until smooth. Spoon
the filling over the chocolate bases and set
in the fridge for one hour or until firm.

Remove from tray. Store in an airtight
container in the fridge (they keep for a
week) until you’re ready to serve them.
N U T R I T I O N TA B L E

Per serving

Energy
Protein
Total fat
Carbohydrates
Total dietary fibre
Sodium
Saturated fatty acids
Mono-unsaturated fatty acids
Poly-unsaturated fatty acids
Cholesterol

1 430,83kJ
5,37g
19,55g
32,58g
3,67g
177,50mg
11,09g
5,26g
2,04g
3mg

*Although dark chocolate isn’t entirely
sugar-free, it does contains less sugar
than milk chocolate. Stick to high
cacao percentages of 70% and more.

TOP TIP
To make the cocoa
flowers, simply dust
cocoa powder over
paper stencils.
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CREAMY YOGHURT PANNA COTTA
WITH POACHED PLUMS

LEMON CURD FREE-FORM TART

Serves 4

Serves 4

10 gelatine sheets
4 tablespoons xylitol
(artificial sweetener)
4 cups full-cream natural yoghurt
1 teaspoon vanilla extract or rose extract
8 ripe plums, halved
1 cup berry juice

PREPARATION

Soak the gelatine sheets in one cup of cold water
until completely soft. Place the gelatine and
water in a pot over medium heat with the
xylitol and dissolve together to form a
syrup. Allow to cool for five minutes.
Whip the syrup with the yoghurt
and vanilla or rose extract until
well combined. Pour into a large
serving dish or individual
serving bowls. Set the
panna cotta in the fridge
for four hours or until firm.
For the poached
plums, simmer the plum
halves in the berry juice
over medium heat
until soft and tender.
Remove the plums
and allow the liquid
to reduce slightly.
Serve it drizzled
over the panna
cotta with the plums.

Did you know?
One fresh plum contains
113mg of potassium,
a mineral that helps
manage high blood pressure
and reduce stroke risk.
N U T R I T I O N TA B L E

Per serving

Energy
Protein
Total fat
Carbohydrates
Total dietary fibre
Sodium
Saturated fatty acids
Mono-unsaturated fatty acids
Poly-unsaturated fatty acids
Cholesterol

1 459,5kJ
14,43g
14,6g
36,23g
3,3g
175,75mg
3,79g
2,97g
6,6g
17,5mg
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15 minutes
COOKING

20 minutes

FOR THE LEMON CURD
120g butter
3 tablespoons xylitol
(artificial sweetener)
3 free-range eggs
4 lemons, juiced
FOR THE PASTRY
90g ground almonds
90g cake flour
115g butter, softened
2 free-range egg yolks

| CHECK OUT

PREPARATION

15 minutes
COOKING

30 minutes

FOR THE CARAMELISED LEMON SLICES
4 tablespoons xylitol
1 lemon, thinly sliced
LEMON CURD Heat the
butter, xylitol, eggs and
lemon juice over a low heat
while whisking. Make sure all
the ingredients are combined
and continue stirring with
a wooden spoon until the
mixture begins to thicken.
Remove from the heat and
cover the surface of the curd
with a sheet of clingwrap to
prevent a skin forming over it.
PASTRY Preheat the oven to
180°C. Combine the ground
almonds, cake flour, butter and
egg yolks in a large mixing bowl
until a crumbly dough forms.
Cover the dough with clingwrap
and place in the fridge to chill for
30 minutes. Once chilled, roll the
dough out onto a baking tray lined
with baking paper. Bake in the oven
for 15 minutes or until golden brown
and cooked evenly. Allow it to cool
before gently placing on a serving
dish. Spoon over the lemon curd
and top with a few caramelised
lemon slices.
CARAMELISED LEMON SLICES Heat
the xylitol over a high heat until the
pan begins to smoke. Carefully add
the lemon slices and caramelise
before turning over. Repeat on
the other side. Use to top the tart.
N U T R I T I O N TA B L E

Per serving

Energy
Protein
Total fat
Carbohydrates
Total dietary fibre
Sodium
Saturated fatty acids
Mono-unsaturated fatty acids
Poly-unsaturated fatty acids
Cholesterol

3 190kJ
13,8g
67,3g
23,83g
3,525g
545,25mg
31,34g
22,57g
4,48g
425,25mg
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FRAGRANT APPLE CRUMBLE WITH EASY BANANA ICE CREAM
Serves 4
FOR THE ICE CREAM
6 bananas
1 lemon, juiced

PREPARATION

30 minutes
COOKING

30 minutes
FOR THE APPLE BASE
6 Granny Smith apples,
cut into small cubes
1/
4 teaspoon ground nutmeg
FOR THE CRUMBLE
50g oats
50g walnuts, roughly chopped
100g blueberries
100g butter, softened
1 tablespoon xylitol
BANANA ICE CREAM Freeze the
bananas in their skins overnight
or until completely frozen.
Peel and blend them in a food
processor with the lemon juice
until the mixture is smooth
and resembles ice cream.
Place in an airtight container
and store in the freezer.
APPLE BASE Toss the
apple and nutmeg
together and place
in an oven dish.
CRUMBLE Mix the oats,
walnuts, blueberries,
butter and xylitol
together, then scatter
the mixture over the
apple base. Bake at
180°C in a preheated
oven for 30 minutes
or until the apple is
soft and the crumble
is golden and crisp.
Serve with a scoop
of banana ice cream.

Abi’s tip:
If you’re worried
about the high
fat content, use
margarine instead
of butter.
Abigail Donnelly is the editor of
Eat Out and group food editor
of Woolworths TASTE magazine.
She’s won the Galliova Award for
Best Food Writer five times and appeared
as a guest judge on MasterChef SA.
Clement Pedro studied business
but soon found himself writing
recipes. He won Showcook of
the Year in 2011 and has also
won a Galliova Young Writer award.
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N U T R I T I O N TA B L E

Per serving

Energy
Protein
Total fat
Carbohydrates
Total dietary fibre
Sodium
Saturated fatty acids
Mono-unsaturated fatty acids
Poly-unsaturated fatty acids
Cholesterol

2 409,5kJ
5,78g
30,08g
60,9g
9,68g
220,25mg
13,063g
7,38g
5,92g
54,75mg

Mediclinic
MidSTReaM

M y H O s P i Ta l

While great care has been taken to keep the
patient’s journey top of mind, the team at
Mediclinic Midstream also knows that providing
cutting-edge total healthcare can take its toll
on the environment – therefore they built this
new hospital to address those needs.
Words amanda Killick

to build more nursing units, theatres and consulting
rooms in the future.
Mediclinic Midstream hospital manager Ferdi Kotzé
says, ‘The transformation from a building site to a
state-of-the-art private acute healthcare facility has taken
two years and resulted in one of the most technologically
advanced hospitals in the Mediclinic stable. The modern
infrastructure, technology and expertise of specialists
and staff will enhance patient safety and place a high
focus on the patient journey. Mediclinic Midstream is
constructed around the brand drivers and we employed
staff who are passionate about the values of Mediclinic,
ensuring a sustainable future for the business.’

ViTal STaTiSicS

PaTienT-FOcUSed and
enViROnMenTally SOUnd

Mediclinic Midstream is a 176-bed multidisciplinary
hospital that enhances Mediclinic’s acute-care
expertise and complements the services currently
offered by Mediclinic in the Pretoria/Tshwane region.
This R570-million facility is made up of medical,
surgical and obstetric units, a high care unit (HCU) and
critical care unit (CCU), a 24-hour emergency centre,
a radiology department and consulting rooms for
specialists. The sophisticated surgical complex has
eight state-of-the-art theatres, including a heart theatre
and a catheterisation laboratory. There’s also capacity
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Detailed planning has gone into ensuring that Mediclinic
Midstream places as little strain on the surrounding
community and environment as possible. Built in a
pavilion style, the separate buildings link to a central point
so that the structure sits better in its environment. Kobus
Jonck, general manager of projects for Mediclinic, says:
‘The new facility had to reflect the great knowledge and
practical experience that Mediclinic has obtained over
the years. The overall design allows for practical patient,
public and staff workflow that supports current nursing

Mediclinic MidsTReaM BY numBERS

PHOTOGRaPH Supplied

O

pen since March, Mediclinic’s latest
state-of-the-art hospital – Mediclinic
Midstream – serves the growing
community in Centurion’s new
Midstream Estate. The birth of
this brand-new hospital took huge
amounts of planning and attention to detail to create
an innovative, patient-centric medical centre that’s the
finest in South Africa. Mediclinic Midstream combines
the latest global medical technology with operationally
sound environmental best practices to service the
growing community of more than 4 500 families in
the area.

The amount

2 446 145
the number
of bricks used
in building
the structure

43 000m2 of site cleared
29 021m2

8 685m2

15 427m2

9 420m3

of metal
sheeting
used for
the roof

external paint

internal wall paint

of concrete was used
to build the structure

procedures. Every effort was made to ensure the shortest
and most logic link between different departments within
the hospital.’
Designed to help with the healing process of patients,
all wards are flooded with natural light, but the building
also uses energy-saving fluorescent lighting with
electronic control gear or LED or solid state light
technology – these not only consume considerably less
electrical energy than filament or incandescent-type
lights, but also reduce the heat load in the building. Plus,
the building has been fitted with occupancy sensors to
switch the lights off (and on) in low-occupancy areas.
The building also includes solar water heating, heat
pumps to centralised ventilation, invertor-controlled
air-conditioning, energy exchangers, shading louvres
for windows, low-emission glazing, insulated walls
and roofing, plus the necessary infrastructure for grey
water recycling.
Electrically, the ‘green’ effect of indigenous plants
and other growth will be used to soften the energy
loads of the environment on the building. The rest
of the storm water systems will collect and re-use
water. On-site waste sorting will be introduced to
retain as much recyclable material as possible, thereby
keeping to a minimum the quantity of waste bound for
landfill sites.
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YOUR HOSPITAL STAY
MADE EASY

STAR NOMINATIONS
WE CELEBRATE OUTSTANDING MEDICLINIC STAFF.
NOMINATE YOUR STAR AND TELL US WHY.

2

WHEN YOU
ARRIVE AT
THE HOSPITAL...
+ Have your ID and medical
scheme card at hand.
+ Go straight to the admissions
desk. If you completed
a pre-admission form online,
you just need to confirm your
details and sign to confirm
that you accept the conditions
of admission. If you haven’t,
our staff will assist you.

3

YOU
CAN NOW
SETTLE IN.
+ After the paperwork is complete,
a porter will take you to the
nursing unit.
+ A nurse will take down your
medical history, brief you on
the procedure and explain
what you can expect at each
step of the process.
+ It’s advisable to send any
valuables, such as cellphones
or wallets, home with the
person who brought you
to hospital.

1

IT’S A GOOD
IDEA TO...

I was recently admitted to Mediclinic
Limpopo and can honestly say
the treatment I received from every
member of staff was above and beyond
what I had expected. The unit was clean,
quiet and peaceful. I’d like to thank each
and every person who assisted me and
looked after me so very well. Well done
to the unit manager Moneelwa Modiba
– she runs a very tight ship and like
everybody else, was very friendly
and helpful.
Glynnis Wood

…visit the hospital
pre-admission centre.
Staff can advise you on:
+ the procedure and/or
treatment related to
your admission.
+ the financial aspects
of your hospitalisation,
including how to obtain
pre-authorisation.
+ the amount of cover
authorised by your
medical scheme and
any exclusion of benefits
that applies to you.

of our neonatal units as newborn babies are
extremely sensitive to temperature change.

Mediclinic Highveld
017 638 8000
Mediclinic Nelspruit
013 759 0500
Mediclinic Secunda
017 631 1772
NORTH WEST
Mediclinic Brits
012 252 8000
Mediclinic Potchefstroom
018 293 7000

LIMPOPO
Mediclinic Lephalale
014 762 0400
Mediclinic Limpopo
015 290 3600
Mediclinic Thabazimbi
014 777 2097
Mediclinic Tzaneen
015 306 8500

FREE STATE
Mediclinic Bloemfontein
051 404 6666
Mediclinic Hoogland
058 307 2000
Mediclinic Welkom
057 916 5555

MPUMALANGA
Mediclinic Barberton
013 712 4279
Mediclinic Ermelo
017 801 2600
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Mediclinic Emfuleni
016 950 8000
Mediclinic Gynaecological
Hospital 012 400 8700
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Mediclinic Heart Hospital
012 440 0200
Mediclinic Kloof
012 367 4000
Mediclinic Legae
012 797 8000
Mediclinic Medforum
012 317 6700
Mediclinic Midstream
012 652 9000
Mediclinic Morningside
011 282 5000
Mediclinic Muelmed
012 440 0600
Mediclinic Sandton
011 709 2000
Mediclinic Vereeniging
016 440 5000
Wits Donald Gordon
Medical Centre
011 356 6000
NORTHERN CAPE
Mediclinic Gariep
053 838 1111

Mediclinic Kimberley
053 838 1111
Mediclinic Upington
054 338 8900
WESTERN CAPE
Mediclinic Cape Gate
021 983 5600
Mediclinic Cape Town
021 464 5500
Mediclinic Constantiaberg
021 799 2911
Mediclinic Durbanville
021 980 2100
Mediclinic Geneva
044 873 6200
Mediclinic George
044 803 2000
Mediclinic Hermanus
028 313 0168
Mediclinic Klein Karoo
044 272 0111
Mediclinic Louis Leipoldt
021 957 6000
Mediclinic Milnerton
021 529 9000

Mediclinic Paarl
021 807 8000
Mediclinic Panorama
021 938 2111
Mediclinic Plettenberg Bay
044 501 5100
Mediclinic Stellenbosch
021 861 2000
Mediclinic Strand
021 854 7663
Mediclinic Vergelegen
021 850 9000
Mediclinic Worcester
023 348 1500
NAMIBIA
Mediclinic Otjiwarongo
00264 67 30 3734
Mediclinic Swakopmund
00264 64 41 2200
Mediclinic Windhoek
00264 61 433 1000

WINNING LETTER

PHOTOGRAPHS Supplied Mediclinic Family reserves the right to edit letters.

KWAZULU-NATAL
Mediclinic Howick
033 330 2456
Mediclinic Newcastle
034 317 0000
Mediclinic Pietermaritzburg
033 845 3700
Mediclinic Victoria
032 944 5061/2/3/4

We sincerely hope that they’re
appreciated by Mediclinic.
Jacqui Sturgiss
(mom of Jessica Gracio)

We enjoy hearing from you! This issue, the writer
of our winning letter receives this handy laptop bag.

DID YOU KNOW? We monitor the temperature

Visit www.mediclinicinfohub.co.za or www.facebook.com/MediclinicSouthernAfrica

I’m sending this email on behalf of
my daughter Jessica Cathy Gracio
and her husband Jean-Pierre. Jessica
was recently a patient at Mediclinic
Cape Gate. We’d like to mention two
nurses who were absolutely fantastic
– Matthea Feyt and Zizile Tilango.
Their people skills are of a very high
level, they’re courteous, friendly,
patient and extremely helpful and
were an absolute pleasure to interact
with. Please extend our hearty
gratitude to these two ladies.

MAILBOX

FUN
FACT

MEDICLINIC HOSPITAL CARE – ON YOUR DOORSTEP OR ON THE MOVE

2

M Y H O S P I TA L

1

IT’S BEST TO
COMPLETE THE
PRE-ADMISSION
PROCESS BEFOREHAND.
+ Visit www.mediclinic.co.za
and click on ‘Patients’ to
access and complete the
pre-admission form online.
+ You can download and print
the pre-admission form,
complete it and fax it to
the relevant hospital. The
fax numbers are listed on
the website.

I’d like to thank everyone who took such good care of me
when I spent 35 days in the critical care unit (CCU). It all began
when I was admitted to the CCU at Mediclinic Durbanville on
14 December by Dr Hein Louw because I had atrial fibrillation.
I then spent the festive season in hospital and was looked
after by a wonderful team of doctors. On 27 December I was
transferred to Mediclinic Panorama to have an angiogram.
Unfortunately I suffered a massive abdominal bleed, but on
17 January I was discharged with a clean bill of health.
Thank you to everyone who looked after me, kept me
calm and took care of my every need. Having a dedicated
nursing practitioner to care for me 24/7 over such a long period
meant that I was looked after by many nursing practitioners and
it wouldn’t be possible for me to thank each one personally.
And thank you Mediclinic Family for making it possible, via this
letter, to express my sincere appreciation to everyone for their
excellent care.
Veronica White

I want to thank the team at Mediclinic Bloemfontein who
helped my brother when he had an asthma attack. They were
so friendly, helpful and full of smiles. Thank you very much –
you’re great!
Edward Mans

I was admitted to Mediclinic Barberton on
25 December and was discharged three days later.
I received friendly and professional service from
everyone on night and day shift, including the
cleaning staff and kitchen lady, Dorcas. The stay in
hospital was made so much easier by everyone’s
friendliness and helpfulness. Reaction time on bells
where very good. The staff were very busy during
that time but still kept up a high standard of service
without complaints.
Susan Pieters

I had my daughter,
Mieke, at Mediclinic
Stellenbosch last year.
Finding out she was
a girl was a huge surprise
– we chose not to know
the sex until birth! The
staff was so exited too. Three years ago I had my
son, Hendré, here and received the best service ever
on both occasions. Thank you for making my stay
memorable... again.
Yolandé De Beer

Email your letters to mediclinic@newmediapub.co.za or post them to Family magazine,
PO Box 440, Green Point, 8051.
AUTUMN 2015
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JUST A MINUTE

ME TIME

The normal rules of Sudoku apply (only
the numbers 1 to 9 may be used, and a
number may not be repeated in a row
or column), but the key to solving the
puzzle lies in your mental arithmetic
skills. Each pink, green, orange or blue
group of cells must add up to the sum
total in the top left-hand corner of
the cell group. A number may not
be repeated in a cell group.

Compiled by Ellen Cameron

How many words (of 4 letters
or more) can you make using
the letters provided? Each
letter may only be used once
in a word. Only regular and
common English words are
allowed, and no names (people,
places or products), acronyms
or abbreviations count.

GO

YO

ND

TO

IC

EY

3 ________________________

IS

DN

BR

k

LO

4 ________________________

SY

OW

PA

NG

BE

5 ________________________

NE

CH

MO

A

IJ

2 ________________________

6 ________________________
7 ________________________

C

S

T

A

L

E

E

W

E

T

Y

E

L

P

D
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cOlOuRWise

S

The 36 words are:
apple; aquamarine; beige; black; blue;
brown; buff; cerise; champagne; cyan;
grape; green; khaki; lavender; lemon;
lilac; lime; magenta; maroon; mauve;
metal; olive; orange; pink; plum; purple;
red; rose; saffron; tomato; turquoise;
vermilion; violet; white; wine; yellow.
The quote is: ‘When you run out of red,
use blue.’

O

If you can get:
1–12 words Perhaps you should
improve your vocab?
13–25 words Nice!
26–38 words Now you’re cooking!
39–49 words Consider yourself an
anagram ace.
more than 50 words You’re brilliant!

THRee By nine

A nine-letter word must be placed in the middle row so that
nine three-letter words are formed vertically. The nine-letter
word spells out the name of a combined athletics event.
The vertical words may only be regular English words –
no names, brand names or abbreviations.

E
N
D

THREE BY NINE

L
O
P

example

A
L
L

Create one enclosed shape by filling in the sides of the cells. Each number
in a cell indicates the number of sides that are filled in. The example on the
right shows how this works.

T
H
E

BOxed in

S
T
Y

I

ON

C
A
T

O N

I

S A
E C
W E

C N

R

O
D
E

T

1 ________________________

SC

WORds WORds WORds

E

D

Seven names of major international cities have been cut up into fragments.
Rearrange the fragments to form each name. Two fragments are not used.

We found these 54 words but
others are possible:
4-letter: cent; cite; code; coin; cone;
dent; dice; diet; dine; done; dote; edit;
fend; find; fine; fond; font; iced; icon;
into; neon; nice; nine; node; none; note;
once; tend; tide; tied; tone
5-letter: cited; edict; feint; fiend; fined;
noted; often; toned; tonic; tonne
6-letter: coined; indent; infect; intend;
notice; tendon; tinned;
7-letter: confide; confine; contend;
noticed
8-letter: confined
9-letter: confident

F

WORd FRaGMenTs

add iT uP

Cross off all the words related to colour in the grid. Words may read
backwards and diagonally, but always in a straight line. When you
have found all 36 words, the remaining 25 letters (when read from
top to bottom, left to right), will spell out a quote by Pablo Picasso
that offers some advice when facing a problem.

WORDS WORDS
WORDS

WORd FRaGMenTs

COLOURWISE

SOLUTIONS

The cities are Beijing; Chicago;
London; Moscow; Paris; Tokyo
(or Kyoto) and Sydney.
BR and NE are not used.

G

add iT uP

JUST A MINUTE

BOxed in

CHECK OUT |
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Dan Nicholl discovers fatherhood is the
coolest job he’s ever had.

I

fell in love for the first time –
according to my mother, who recalls
this story with great glee at every
possible public opportunity – when
I was three years old. I’d stare besotted
at the object of my complete adoration,
imagining a world where we’d run off
together into the sunset and spend
hours playing with Lego and sharing
packets of gummy bears. But despite
all my hours glued to the TV screen
every time she danced across it, my
love remained firmly unrequited and
Dolly Parton and I never did skip off
into that sunset together.
Fast-forward 33 years and I think
I can safely say I’m over the grand
dame of country music. As I’m unable
to sit through more than 10 minutes of
an episode of Nashville, I suspect it’s
probably a good thing Dolly and I never
settled down. But with the exception
of my wife (who swept me off my feet on
a wild night in Barcelona and still hasn’t
let me touch the ground), I’m not sure
I’ve been as simply, happily in love since
I was 30-odd years ago… until now.
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For Cupid has struck again, and
there’s a new girl in my life. Her
name is Erin, she’s six months
old, and I’m unashamedly smitten.
When you marry into a Greek
family, as I very
happily did, there
are a few things
expected of you.
Eat the better part
of a lamb at every
family gathering.
Leave at least the
top four buttons of
your shirt undone (exposing gold jewellery
nestled on bed of chest hair). And exactly
nine months after walking down the aisle,
deliver the first of at least a dozen grandchildren. No kid after nine months? Look
out for muttering Greek relatives casting
disappointed looks at your wife’s perfectly
flat belly…
It wasn’t that I didn’t want kids.
I’d already envisioned losing half my
wardrobe to my son and training my
bull mastiff Stavros to eat my daughter’s
potential suitors (or at least lick them

‘I’d already envisioned losing half
my wardrobe to my son and training
my bull mastiff Stavros to eat my
daughter’s potential suitors.’
joy a happy, smiling, cheerful little girl
has conjured up in just six months.
With apologies to Dolly Parton, you
can’t hold a candle to Erin Nicholl.

Dan Nicholl writes for
a number of publications.
He’s a new dad and his
wife, Dimitra, is a lawyer.
He has yet to win an
argument with her.

OUR NUMBER 084 124
COULD SAVE YOUR LIFE
ER24 NOT ONLY OPERATES A 24/7 NATIONAL EMERGENCY CONTACT CENTRE
SUPPORTED BY ROAD AND AEROMEDICAL FLEETS, WE ALSO PROVIDE A NUMBER OF
OTHER EMERGENCY MEDICAL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES TO SUIT CUSTOMER
REQUIREMENTS. THESE INCLUDE:
ER24 Corporate Products & Services: Designed to
meet the needs of corporate organisations, security
companies, insurers and educational facilities.
ER24 Global Care Services: International and national
medical concierge.
ER24 Site-Based Medical Services: Serving the
infrastructure, mining and energy industries.

ER24 Training Academy: CPR/first aid, corporate health
and safety courses, BAA, AEA and health professionals
courses, including CPD courses.
We also offer tailor-made solutions for individuals
requiring emergency medical response cover (ER24
Protect) and cellphone-based location services (IDMe).

ER24 Specialised Medical Services: Medical standby
at large events and gatherings.
ER24 is wholly owned by the Mediclinic private hospital group.
For more information, contact info@er24.co.za
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BABy StEPS

into submission – I’ve seen more
aggressive pandas). But there was no
hurry, for while parenthood loomed as
something quite pleasant, it was never
a great deal more than that. Every time
a doe-eyed mate enthused about how
being a new dad had changed his life,
I’d nod, smile politely and feel sorry
for someone who clearly needed to
get out more.
And then my life did change.
The recollection is a cheerful blur. We
decided on a trip to New York that it was
time to start the Nicholl family. In almost
no time at all, two lines on a pregnancy
test inspired joy and terror in equal
measure. Sitting glumly through antenatal classes, missing crucial episodes of
The Blacklist. Watching my wife’s tummy
and my sense of pride swell with equal
measure, sparking unrestrained delight
in the Greek community. And then, in
the early hours of the finest Sunday
I’ll ever have, the arrival of a small,
bluish creature who instantly reduced
her dad to helpless tears.
That was six months ago, or
thereabouts... As I write this, the most
beautiful girl I know is grinning at me
from her baby chair, having just finished
cheerfully spitting butternut at her
dad (her new favourite pastime). In my
relatively short skirmish with fatherhood
thus far, I’ve learnt the art of the 3am
nappy change, deftly mopping up baby
vomit with minimum fuss at a restaurant,
and hanging on to the greased piglet
that is a baby at bath time. All of which
is entirely incidental to the unmitigated

ILLUSTRATION Patrick Latimer PHOTOGRAPH Supplied
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